Exploration of the Intraoperative Motor Evoked Potential.
Prospective study. The objectives of the study was to (1) seek a relation between motor evoked potential (MEP) and corresponding cervical cord function in cervical compression myelopathy (CCM) and (2) explore a high-sensitive MEP range that can predict the intraoperative monitoring change ahead in cervical spine surgery. There have been lots of controversies concerning the application of transcranial MEP in cervical spine surgery. We prospectively investigate 86 consecutive patients with CCM who underwent posterior laminoplasty or laminectomy from December 2012 to September 2014. The 18-point modified Japanese Orthopedic Association (mJOA) score and intraoperative MEP were used for neurological and electrophysiological assessment. Statistical correlation analysis and curve fitting were used to definite the relationship between MEP and corresponding cervical cord function. And a novel concept of high-sensitive MEP range was firstly addressed for predicting the intraoperative monitoring change ahead in CCM. Our results showed that the preoperative mJOA score of lower extremity presented a significant correlation with MEP parameters in CCM, and the correlation was expressed in an exponential relationship. The monitoring change in CCM often appeared at a high-sensitive MEP range (amplitude <159 μV or latency >36.1 ms). In addition, the high-sensitive MEP ranges not only included MEP degeneration but also a larger number of MEP improvement cases. Intraoperative MEP may imply an exponential correlation with the corresponding cervical cord function in CCM. And we first characterize a high-sensitive MEP range which may indicate high risk for the impending monitoring change during cervical cord decompression and we must watch more closely.